Utility Solutions

Solutions to Maximize Efficiency &
Minimize Operational Costs
Utility companies face a complex balancing act of being responsive to customers,
preparing for emergencies and ensuring employee safety, all while keeping costs
to a minimum. Teldio’s solutions utilize the facilities’ existing communication
network and building infrastructure to improve operational efficiency, increase
employee safety, and ensure emergency readiness. Teldio’s applications are
tailored to respond to unique operational challenges, and can be bundled to forge
solutions that fit specific needs and help reduce operating costs.

Clear & Secure Communication Lines
Poor communication can affect work production, efficiency and safety. Improve
responsiveness to unforeseen events and create a safer environment by maintaining
a continuous flow of information with two-way radios. Enhance the radios with Teldio
applications to replace cell phones and eliminate expensive recurring service fees.

Automatic Notifications Improve Efficiency

AMS

Teldio’s Alarm Management System (AMS) is an automated, intelligent alarm management and notification system
which can dispatch messages to the right users instantly without the need for user intervention (dispatcher). When an
alarm is raised or a work ticket is generated, AMS immediately sends the notification. Users respond to the notification
to update the alarm or work ticket’s status as it is accepted or declined and closed.

ALARM INPUTS

• Machinery Alarms
• Fire Alarms
• Security Alarms
• Job Ticketing Software
• Weather Alerts

WEB SERVICE
Gateway

Seamless Communication Channels
RBX extends your radio’s reach to improve operational efficiency. By enabling workers
to call both internal & external telephone numbers from their radios, information can be
shared instantly. Whether working in a plant or in the field, radio users now have access
to communication channels that go beyond the radio network.
Popular Features: Caller ID, Call transfer, phone book, desk twinning, missed call notification

Optimize Fleet Management
Trufleet GPS tracking puts you in the passenger seat of every vehicle. Supervisors can track
and manage fleets in real-time from any desktop or mobile phone to enhance productivity by
calculating arrival times and generating detailed reports.

Safeguard Employees
Monitor workers in dangerous environments and stay in compliance with federal regulations by ensuring
workers are always accounted for. Teldio’s Lone Worker (LW) application, ensures their safety by
periodically checking in, while Man Down Notifier (MDN) monitors the radio’s motion sensor for a lack of
movement, horizontal tilt, or both.

Deploy Solutions That...
Respond
Quickly &
Efficiently

Faster Response Times

Staying Connected

AMS consolidates alarm sources &
manages the alarm notification process.
By doing so, response times to alarms
are significantly reduced and escalation
process ensures that alarms are
acknowledged, resolved & closed.

By enabling radios to make & receive
calls, mobile workers become increasingly
productive as they no longer need to
rely on multiple devices to communicate.
Supervisors can reach their team from
virtually anywhere, anytime.

Enhance
Employee
Safety

Radio Users Can Dial 911

Enhance Employee Safety

Should an emergency situation arise radio
users can dial 911 from their radios.

Location Based Monitoring

AMS ties into employee safety solutions
from third-party panic buttons, as well
as MOTOTRBO radio and Android panic
buttons. AMS significantly reduces
response times to events & emergencies
by sending alarms to the most suitable
individual.

Eliminate Cell Phones

Job Ticketing

RBX eliminates monthly recurring cell
phone costs by extending the corporate
telephony network’s footprint. Costly
monthly operational costs are removed
along with problematic dead zones.

AMS allows supervisors to send job
tickets to workers on their radios & mobile
devices. Should staff not respond, the
ticket is pushed to the next available person.

With TruFleet track the location and
movements of MOTOTRBO radios.

Minimize
Operational
Costs

Rich Reporting
Monitor alarm progress online & use the
information for incident report audits.

Decrease Liability
Ensure that alarms are escalated to the
next appropriate person should they
go unanswered.

Case Study: WE Energies
The Company Providing electrical services to large areas of Wisconsin & Michigan’s

Upper Peninsula, WE Energies has 13 plants generating power from coal, natural gas & oil.

The Need Using PTT cellular devices, workers received little to no coverage inside the

power plants. Calls were frequently dropped and the company incurred expensive monthly
cell phone costs.

The Solution At all 13 sites, cellular devices were replaced with 1700 MOTOTRBO
radios. Teldio’s RBX was added to the radio network enabling personnel
to deliver reliable communications throughout the plant both internally
and externally. RBX filled in problematic coverage gaps, creating
a safer and more productive work environment that was no longer
plagued with monthly recurring fees.

Teldio was founded in early 2008 with a primary focus on two-way
radio applications for MOTOTRBO devices and is an Authorized
Application Provider of MOTOTRBO. Teldio has evolved to be a
systems integrator and applications developer delivering solutions
targeted at improving operational efficiency, employee safety &
cost reduction for our customers.

Feature Rich Apps

Scalable Solutions

Teldio has the most feature rich
applications available for MOTOTRBO™
radios. Do more than you ever imagined
possible with your radios!

Once you deploy a Teldio application it’s
a piece of cake to layer on additional user
licenses or complimentary applications to
the network.

Easy to Install

Dedicated Support

Radio networks can be very complex,
that’s why we strive to have the simplest
installation process. Our apps are easier
than ever to deploy.

We pride ourselves on our excellent North
American customer service, and share the
philosophy that with premium products
must come premium support.

Get In Touch!

1.855.743.1333 390 March Rd, Kanata, ON K2K 0G7 teldio.com sales@teldio.com

